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The SpokenWeb Research Program

! Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), Partnership Grant, (Jason 
Camlot, PI).  “The SpokenWeb: Conceiving and Creating a Nationally Networked Archive of Literary 
Recordings for Research and Teaching,” 2018-2025.  ($2.5 million)
! Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), Partnership Grant LOI, (Jason Camlot, PI).  “The 
SpokenWeb: Conceiving and Creating a Nationally Networked Archive of Literary Recordings for Research and Teaching.” 
Invitation to submit to the Partnership Grant competition, 2017-2018.  ($19,273)
! Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), Connections Grant, (Jason Camlot, PI).  “The Literary 
Audio Symposium: Archiving and Mobilizing Literary Sound Recordings for Research and Teaching,” 2016-2017. ($23,290)
! VPRGS Aid to Research Related Events (ARRE) Grant, (Jason Camlot, PI). “Can Lit Across Media: Archiving the Temporal 
Literary Event.” 2015-2017. ($4971)
! Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), Insight Grant, (Jason Camlot, Principal Investigator), 
“SpokenWeb: Developing a Comprehensive Web-Based Digital Spoken Word Archive for Literary Research.” 2012-2015.  
($301,124)
! VPRGS Aid to Research Related Events (ARRE) Grant, (Jason Camlot, PI).  “Performing the Spoken Word Archive: Poetry 
Performance, Past and Present.”  2012-2013.  ($5000)
! Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), Research Development Initiative (RDI) Grant, (Jason 
Camlot, Principal Investigator, Darren Wershler Co-Applicant), “The SpokenWeb 2.0: Conceptualizing and Prototyping a 
Comprehensive Web-Based Digital Spoken-Word Archive Interface for Literary Research.”  2010-2012.  ($39,692.00)
! Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), Image, Text Sound & Technology (ITST) Grant, (Jason 
Camlot, Principal Investigator), “RECITE: Exploring and Developing Digital Tools for the Analysis and Interactive Use of 
Literary Spoken Recordings.”  2010-2012.  ($49, 980.00)
! VPRGS Research Grant 2009-2010 (FAS & Office of Research and Graduate Studies), “The SGWU Poetry Series in Context, 
1965-1972.” ($7000)
! [Pending] John R. Evans Leaders Fund (JELF) Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI), (Jason Camlot, PI), “The 
Amplitude Lab (AMPLab) for Literary Sound Studies,” Submitted 15 October 2018, results pending. ($200,000)
! Horizon Postdoctoral Fellowship Grant (Concordia University), (Jason Camlot, PI, Steven High, Co-Applicant), 
“Oral Literary History: Archives of Literary Performance, Oral History and Sound Studies,” 1 June 2019 - 31 May 
2021. ($40,000)
! VPRGS Aid to Research Related Events (for publication), (Jason Camlot, PI), “CanLit Across Media: Unarchiving 
the Literary Event,” 1 November 2018 - 31 October 2019. ($5,000)
What’s a Partnership Grant?
• What is a Partnership Grant?




• SpokenWeb Collections: The (expanding) 
scope of our audio corpus.
• Activities (via Task Forces)
What/Who is The SpokenWeb?
A funded research partnership and network currently made up of 15+ partners (institutional, 
community, organizational) across the US and Canada and 40+ researchers working on the 
development of digitized collections of literary sound recordings in order to make them 
accessible for use in research and teaching, and on research, teaching and “knowledge 
mobilization” activities with the digitized collections.
Present Institutional Partners
Holding Collections: Simon Fraser U, U British Columbia Okanagan, U Alberta, U Calgary, U Toronto, 
Victoria U in the U Toronto, Concordia U.
Holding Relevant Expertise: U Texas at Austin, UC Davis, NYU, U Pennsylvania (PennSound), U Victoria, 
etc.
Other Partners
Wired on Words, Archive MTL, Blue Metropolis Foundation, Compute Canada
Researchers (Co-Applicants and Collaborators)
Lit:  Jason Camlot, Gregory Betts, Clint Burnham, Al Filreis, Michelle Levy, Smaro Kamboureli, Mike 
O’Driscoll,  Karis Shearer, Darren Wershler, Jason Wiens, Cecily Devereux, Carole Gerson, Nick Mount.
Library and Archives:  Rebecca Dowson, Roma Kail, Sean Luyk, Loryl MacDonald, Tomasz Neugebauer, 
Felicity Tayler, Jared Wiercinski, Geoff Harder, Marjorie Mitchell, Tony Power, David Seubert.
Community: Ian Ferrier, Louis Rastelli, William St-Hillaire (new: Alan Lord, Lee Gotham…)
DH:  Tanya Clement, Adam Hammond, Marit MacArthur, Brian McFee, Lee Miller (as consultant), Geoffrey 
Rockwell, Miles Thorogood, Lee Miller.
Oral History: Steven High.
Media History: Patrick Feaster, Matthew Rubery, Jenterey Sayers, Jonathan Sterne.
Podcasting: Hannah McGregor.
Student Researchers, PDFs and “HQP” (lots of them).  A Student Advisory Committee of 




1 Systems developer 
2 Literature scholar (PI and Co-Applicant)
1 Oral Historian Co-Applicant
3 PhD students ENGL, HIST, HUMA
2 MA students ENGL
1 Ugrad student ENGL
3 Research Affiliates











All funded students and PDFs
4 Elected Students
Ugrad, MA, PhD, PDF
Team






























4+ full team meetings per year (remote participation)
1 Annual Summer Institute and Conference 
(in person and remote participation)
1) Inventory and index existing collections in Canada, held by institutional 
and community partners, to establish a broad understanding of our 
national holdings of literary sound recordings, and, digitally preserve and 
aggregate these collections by developing a metadata scheme and 
shared repository system. 
2) Study literary recordings using interdisciplinary theories and methods of 
“audiotextual criticism” 
3) Develop and test computational methods for analyzing literary sound. 
4) Create online modules, interactive aural exhibitions and new works of 
sound art from the digitized archive for use in research, teaching and 




The SW research program is designed to explore 
1) the history of literary performance and practice as discernible in sound recording media,
2) cultural effects of the circulation of analogue and digitized literary recordings, and 
3) how engagement with sound recordings can have the effect of changing disciplinary 
practices in research and teaching, by mixing methodologies from literary, media and 
sound studies, oral history, computational humanities, digital libraries, and archival 
theory. 
We’ll introduce new methodological approaches to the field of literary studies (media 
historical, computational, archival, etc.), revise the nature and format of literary canons, 
explore new forms of sociality in literature, consider the historical significance of public 
readings, and the changing nature of performing non-dramatic literature in public, introduce 
new methods for the description and public use of literary sound recordings in Canada, new 
methods of computational analysis of spoken audio, new methods of digital curation of 
spoken recordings, etc…
SpokenWeb Collections: 
The (expanding) scope of our audio corpus
SFU collections hundreds of hours of readings, lectures, interviews, literary conversations,
UBCO collection holds multiple homemade literary audio tape collections of Canadian poets including readings, 
compilations and literary dictation.
U Alberta collections document local reading series. 
U Calgary collections hold recordings made by individual Canadian authors. 
Concordia U collections hold documentary recordings of literary performance, multimedia literary/art practice, 
individual author tape collections
U Vic holds a rich collection of formal literary interviews
U Toronto holds collections that document practices of literary pedagogy, and French language reading series.
Potential future partners: LAC, U Ottawa, U Victoria, UNB, etc.
Time frame of audio recordings: mainly1960-1990
Wired on Words holds a “words and music” reading series that has run from 1980s to the present (hundreds of hours).
ARCMTL counterculture collections, dumpster dive materials.
Hidden Collections: We have a mandate to seek out collections that have not been deposited in archives, 
digitize, preserve and integrate them into our project (with the source materials to be deposited in partner 
archives or kept by the holder of the collection.
A few examples:  
Yellow Door Readings (36 Cassette tapes documenting a readings series from the early 1990s).
Ultimatum Festival and Readings: 39 reel to reel tapes plus several U-Matic video tapes of a bilingual punk 
poetry series that took place in Montreal in the mid 1980s.
We did a survey and there are MANY more such collections out there in shoeboxes, in basements.
Enough Said (50hrs of Video documenting the an early “spoken word” series in Montreal in the 1980s-90s).
As word gets out more collections come forward
Activities














(Literary or Audiotextual Research doesn’t have a task force as it 
is an assumed form of activity across all SW pursuits.)
Methodology for the Scheme Development
Context
! Why? Need metadata scheme to consistently 
and systematically capture important 
information as we catalogue all of the items 
within our partner collections.
! Capturing descriptive and (some) technical 
metadata to facilitate access and research. 
! As partner institutions will lead their own 
preservation initiatives for their local 
collections, we will not capture preservation 
metadata comprehensively
Context
! Student cataloguers use the metadata scheme 
to catalogue sound recordings, and record this 
information in our ingest system (Swallow).
! Metadata conversation started with Literary 
Audio Symposium, a SpokenWeb event in Dec, 
2016. At the event we discovered that we all 
had very different ways of cataloguing our 
collections using different metadata scheme 
and that this wouldn’t work for a Partnership 
Grant project.
Methodology for developing our metadata scheme
! Principles:
! Build our own vs. choosing an existing 
system: metadata is very tied to your 
chosen access system and we are not 
ready to choose one (Islandora, Avalon). 
Built our scheme with a close eye towards 
these systems and their schemes.
! Agile: get the metadata scheme out 
quickly to students for testing and then 
revise based on experiential feedback 
! Iterative: iterative metadata scheme, 
revision process, iterative ingest system 
(Swallow). Any changes in metadata 
scheme need to be echoed in ingest system 
as they are paired.
Methodology for developing our metadata scheme
! Principles:
! Distributed: created with input from all 
partners.
! Simplified standards: started with 
standards like IASA, AACR2, MODS, 
Library of Congress to facilitate 
interoperability (LC genre) and simplified 
them to make them useable by student 
cataloguers
IASA Cataloguing Rules: Title
! Image of IASA cataloguing rules
! Show our adaptation
Spoken Web cataloguing procedures: title
! Show our adaptation



































































































































Date Source of Information
Time Stamping as XML file based on Avalon
Time Stamping as XML
Titles:






Swallow (Spoken Web Audio Metadata Ingest System)
Going Beyond the Spreadsheet 
Deposit a new Item
Browse Items (all items, filter by institution, collection)
Review and edit previously deposited items 
Delete Items
Import (From spread sheets)
Export (To JSON, CSV or other required formats)































































SpokenWeb / U Alberta Metadata Crosswalk
Thank you
Discussion /  Questions

